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The United States has a long tradition of welcoming
risk-takers1 and those looking for the best and fastest
returns on one’s own human-capital investment.2 There
is no workforce where these dynamics are more impor-
tant than in the sciences and engineering, the workforce
well-understood since World War II as fundamental to
invention and technological adoption, and therefore
critical to a nation’s security as well as growth in oppor-
tunity and productivity.3 Luckily, Congress established
a specific path to green card status where the nation’s
interests in this regard could be reflected in identifying
individuals eligible to be classified as an immigrant: the
National InterestWaiver (NIW) category for Employment-
Based Second Preference (EB-2) immigrants with
advanced degrees or exceptional ability.

However, until the Biden administration published
guidance in 2022 in the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration

Services (USCIS) Policy Manual,4 there had never
been any detailed explanation or guidance for either
adjudicators or stakeholders on how noncitizens gradu-
ating with advanced degrees in science, technology,
engineering, or math (STEM) might use the NIW clas-
sification to obtain a green card.

This article summarizes (1) the significance of tech-
nology competition currently facing the United States
and its connection to immigration policy, (2) the new
policy guidance concerning the NIW for EB-2 immi-
grants holding advanced STEM degrees, and (3) the
practical application of the NIW guidance.

TECHNOLOGY COMPETITION AND
IMMIGRATION

The moment is now: we need to understand
what tools we have in our toolbox under current law
to facilitate green card status for STEM experts making
contributions to STEM research and development
(R&D) across government, academia, and industry. In
particular, companies need many more STEM advanced
degree holders today5 because they play an expanding
role in the STEM R&D eco-system, including an

1 Some scholars have opined that it might be the specific
environment America offers that uniquely nurtures energetic
risk takers that leave their home country. See Peter Whybrow,
American Mania (W.W. Norton, 2005) where Whybrow, an
expert on human behavior at UCLA, discusses how most
people don’t leave their homelands, even when times are
hard, and that there could be a genetic marker for restless
curiosity and competitive self-promotion for those that do
leave. Whybrow argues that America has ‘‘a peculiar edge’’
(including over countries like Canada and Australia, where
many immigrants and their descendants also live) because in
the United States we have the genetic disposition of immi-
grants combined with the distinctively open American
marketplace.

2 See, e.g., Migration Policy Institute, ‘‘The International
Migration System’’ (July 13, 2017), power point slide deck
and video available at https://www.migrationpolicy.org/multi-
media/international-migration-system-reflections-challenges-
and-opportunities-ahead.

3 Long before the ‘‘STEM’’ acronym was coined,
Congress created the National Science Foundation in 1950
to monitor, report on, and financially support the science
and engineering workforce because of the central role of this
workforce in fostering innovation, economic competitiveness,
and national security. See also Rational Middle podcast,
‘‘How Foreign-Born STEM Workers are Making This
Country Better’’ (Mar. 15, 2023), https://rationalmiddle.com/
foreign-born-stem-workers-amy-nice/.

4 The Policy Memo guidance was issued January 21,
2022. The announcement is available at https://www.us-
cis.gov/newsroom/alerts/uscis-updates-guidance-on-national-
interest-waivers. The new policy explanation is found in the
Policy Manual, Vol. 6, Part F, Chapter 5, Subsection D,
between the text starting around footnote 34 and ending
after footnote 78 and especially the explanation on evidentiary
considerations for advanced STEM degree holders found in
the text near footnotes 64 to 75, available at https://www.us-
cis.gov/policy-manual/volume-6-part-f-chapter-5. USCIS also
created a microsite explaining immigrant pathways for green
cards based on STEM employment in the United States, avail-
able at https://www.uscis.gov/working-in-the-united-states/
stem-employment-pathways/immigrant-pathways-for-stem-
employment-in-the-united-states. The microsite features,
among other things, the 2022 Policy Manual update.

5 See, e.g., data from the American Community Survey,
U.S. Census Bureau, which shows that STEM Ph.D. hires
increased by over 100% by for-profit companies during the
2010-2019 decade. Data tables are available at https://
www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/data.html.
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enhanced focus on collaboration with academia and
government.

In 1953, when the National Science Foundation first
started tracking the nation’s STEM R&D expenditures,
the federal government funded 53.9% of the nation’s
STEM R&D, with 43.5% funded by business, and
2.5% funded from other sources including nonprofit
grantmaking organizations.6 The science and engi-
neering indicators data from 2020 show that business
now funds 73.1% of the nation’s STEM R&D, with
19.5% funded by the federal government, and 7.4%
funded from other sources including nonprofit gran-
tmaking organizations.7 Businesses fund and perform
about 90% of all experimental development in the
United States and approaching 60% of U.S. applied
research.8 In addition, companies now fund about
32% of basic research, but do not perform most of
this research, instead relying on partners in academia.9

The urgency of attracting and retaining more
advanced STEM degree immigrants is at least in part
accentuated by the reality that technology is at the heart
of strategic competition between the United States and
China, a competition that many national security
experts believe we can win only if we can reliably tap
into the global supply of STEM talent.10 Indeed, China
is already producing twice as many STEM master’s
graduates as the United States and will soon produce
twice as many STEM Ph.D. graduates as well,
providing large impacts on its STEM outputs.11

While an increase in the number of STEM immi-
grants can only come from Congress, providing more
certainty and predictability to the most advanced STEM
experts, whether working in industry, academia,
or government, can be achieved by departments and
agencies responsible for administering current law.

THE NATIONAL INTEREST WAIVER AND
NEW POLICY MANUAL GUIDANCE

The Immigration Act of 1990 created the EB-2
sub-category of advanced-degree professionals, or indi-
viduals with exceptional ability, who might be granted a
waiver of the normal requirement of a job offer and a
Labor Department-approved Application for Permanent
Employment Certification.12 As appropriate for depart-
ments and agencies implementing such legislation,
legacy INS (Immigration and Naturalization Service,
part of the Department of Justice) and USCIS (U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services, part of the
Department of Homeland Security) have identified the
contours of the National Interest Waiver provision by
promulgating notice and comment regulations and
issuing precedent decisions through adjudications.13

The new 2022 guidance seeks to meet the tech
competition moment by identifying where existing
authorities allow USCIS to create more firm footing
and consistency in adjudication for certain STEM grad-
uates and their U.S. employers. The Policy Manual
update clearly states that there are specific evidentiary
considerations to be considered for advanced degree
holders in STEM fields and mentions that an advanced
STEM degree—particularly a Ph.D.—is especially
important for defining eligibility for a NIW. The
policy manual goes on to specify, at Section D Part 2,
that this evidentiary consideration applies to specific
fields under the STEM banner that relate to a ‘‘critical
and emerging technology field’’ as defined by the
Executive Office of the President via either the National
Science and Technology Council or the National
Security Council.

6 See https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsb20225/data#figure-
block at Figure 1 (STEM R&D by performing sector),
Figure 2 (ratio of R&D to GDP by sector), and Figure 4
(R&D expenditure by source of funds).

7 Id.

8 Id.

9 Id.

10 See, e.g., letter to congressional leaders from over 45
former national security officials from both Democratic and
Republican administrations (May 9, 2022), available at https://
s3.documentcloud.org/documents/21947011/national-
security-stem-talent-letter.pdf; Center for Strategic and Inter-
national Studies, ‘‘Winning the Tech Talent Competition’’
(Oct. 2021), https://www.csis.org/analysis/winning-tech-
talent-competition (‘‘The most powerful – and perhaps only
– lasting asymmetric American advantage is its ability to
attract and retain international talent’’).

11 See Center for Security and Emerging Technology,
Chinese Talent Program Tracker (November 2020), China is
Fast Outpacing U.S. STEM PhD Growth (Aug. 2021), Educa-
tion in China and the United States (Sept. 2021), AI
Definitions Affect Policymaking (June 2020); NSF Science
& Engineering Indicators, 2018 and 2020; IMF and OECD
historical and projected GDP and population data.

12 Section 121(b) of Pub. L. No. 101-649, Nov. 29, 1990
(IMMACT90).

13 56 Fed. Reg. 60,897 (Nov. 29, 1991) (codifying the
current regulation at 8 C.F.R. § 204.5(k)(4)(ii)). The regula-
tion provides little detail on what qualifies as an endeavor ‘‘in
the national interest’’ (and was never updated after the passage
of a technical corrections act (Pub. L. No. 102-232, Dec. 12,
1991) that made it explicit that NIW was available for either
advanced degree holders or individuals who document excep-
tional ability). The current controlling precedent decision is
Matter of Dhanasar, 26 I&N Dec. 884 (AAO Dec. 2016),
which the 2022 Policy Manual update explains, providing
the agency’s interpretation of its binding precedent.
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The Executive Office of the President periodically
updates its list of ‘‘Critical and Emerging Technolo-
gies.’’ That list currently includes nearly 20 fields
(all with several subfields) of particular importance to
the United States:14

Advanced Computing Advanced Engineering
Materials

Advanced Gas Turbine Engine
Technologies

Advanced Manufacturing

Advanced and Networked Sensing and
Signature Management

Advanced Nuclear Energy
Technologies

Artificial Intelligence Autonomous Systems and
Robotics

Biotechnologies Communication and
Networking Technologies

Directed Energy Financial Technologies

Human-Machine Interfaces Hypersonics

Networked Sensors and Sensing Quantum Information
Technologies

Renewable Energy Generation and Storage Semiconductors and
Microelectronics

Space Technologies and Systems

With the 2022 update, USCIS has created and iden-
tified a specific set of evidentiary considerations for
advanced degree holders within certain STEM fields,
clearly demonstrating that the United States is endea-
voring to increase the number of these advanced degree
holders within our country to fill skill gaps, drive inno-
vation, and increase the country’s scientific and
technological leadership in the global arena.

What we are witnessing is a clarification of existing
binding regulations and existing controlling precedent,
not to expand the scope of the NIW but to simply
explain to agency adjudicators, STEM experts, and
their employers how the NIW applies to advanced
STEM degree holders. The ‘‘meat on the bones’’
provided in the new NIW guidance directs an approach
to NIW adjudication that has always existed between
the lines in USCIS policy, but in the past would have
been considered more creative and less surefire. Presi-
dent Biden’s administration is using this smaller, more
accessible step to make meaningful changes to the lives
of advanced STEM degree holders and their employers,
while encouraging full implementation of existing

authorities under the governing statute—all the while
working towards the national interest and goals of the
government, particularly in these critical and emerging
areas.

WHAT IS THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION?
AN IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY BRINGS

THEORY TO REALITY

Using the Policy Manual update as a guide, one
co-author, Jonathan Grode, who is in private practice,
started submitting cases using an approach to national
interest waivers directed by the careful wording of the
new Policy Manual update. In the past, most experienced
practitioners always approached NIWs with a similar
level of detail and vigor as that for an Employment-
Based First Preference Extraordinary Ability (EB-1A)
petition by using extensive evidence, lengthy letters of
support from experts, and complex explanations about
the foreign national’s work. Recently enhanced by the
ability to premium process NIW petitions, it was
reasonable to interpret the updated policy manual
guidance as an invitation to submit NIWs for foreign
nationals with Ph.Ds in STEM fields listed on the
critical and emerging technologies list using a more
succinct petition process. But to test the limits of how
important an advanced STEM degree could be, it
was desirable to identify parameters of test cases—a
‘‘clinical trial’’ of immigration law. By asking client
colleagues and law firm staff, several qualified candi-
dates were identified—all with STEM Ph.Ds—who
were willing to take a chance, and NIW petitions were
filed at the Texas Service Center and Nebraska Service
Center.

Ultimately, each of these test cases for STEM Ph.Ds
were approved promptly, within 60 days before premium
processing and within 2 weeks after premium processing,
and without requests for evidence. Each test case
included only the following supporting materials:

(1) A brief, 1.5-page legal argument referencing the
list of critical and emerging technologies and the
relevance of the foreign national’s related STEM
Ph.D.;

(2) A letter of support signed by the employer or a
personal statement signed by the self-petitioning
foreign national;

(3) A copy of the foreign national’s Curriculum Vitae;

(4) A copy of the Policy Manual guidance and the
Critical and Emerging Technologies list; and

(5) A copy of the advanced degree(s) earned by the
foreign national.

14 https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/
2022/02/02-2022-Critical-and-Emerging-Technologies-List-
Update.pdf.
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As new challenges evolve for business immigration,
such as record low selection rates from the H-1B
lottery15 and nationwide layoffs in major industries,
there has been increased interest in self-sponsored,
employment-based green cards.16 With this new NIW
policy explanation, some highly-educated and accom-
plished foreign nationals in STEM fields have a quick
and relatively hassle-free option to secure their own
futures in the United States.

Although this first ‘‘clinical trial’’ prioritized NIW
candidates with Ph.Ds, we see room to push this meth-
odology further, to areas vital to the national interest
where engineers play a critical role but where the terminal
degree is at the master’s level. For example, one of the
fields on the Critical and Emerging Technologies List,
Autonomous Systems and Robotics, represents some of
the most promising solutions to major challenges facing
our global supply chain, national security, energy produc-
tion, public health and safety, and more. That said, many
individuals leading those innovations are engineers, who
commonly do not pursue doctoral degrees, opting instead
to earn a master’s degree and then work in industry.

Further, the policy update specifically references
other objective measures of when an endeavor is the
national interest beyond the Critical and Emerging
Technologies List, such as when the endeavor is in
R&D intensive industry, when it is a priority identified
annually by the OMB and OSTP Directors in the Presi-
dent’s budget, or when an interested federal agency
confirms its national importance.17 Although the
policy update specifically reiterates the value of a
Ph.D. in the context of a national interest waiver, the
guidance also recognizes that STEM master’s degree
holders might qualify in certain situations. Exploration
should follow as to the extent to which USCIS will
make similar considerations for individuals with
master’s degrees who are similarly well-positioned to
advance endeavors that have significant merit and
national importance as evidenced by the Critical and
Emerging Technologies List.

CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

This NIW approach is one tool in an immigration
lawyer’s toolbox. It should not be overlooked but is not a
panacea and should not be treated as such. Indian nationals
still face severe retrogression for second preference priority
dates, so the State Department’s Visa Bulletin18 remains an
important factor in all green card processes. Moreover, the
NIW is only open for professionals with graduate degrees
(or individuals who can document exceptional ability)
who are poised to advance certain, particularly important
endeavors. In addition, as with all immigration adjudica-
tions, there is some level of subjectivity and discretion
and therefore always a possibility for inconsistent decisions
that can baffle even the most seasoned of practitioners,
even when there is new Policy Manual guidance that
attempts to flesh out details and examples.

Previously, this approach may have been considered
creative. Now, we expect that the trend toward favoring
foreign nationals with advanced STEM degrees will
become a clear path to green card eligibility for many
of the brightest graduates in these ever-evolving critical
and emerging fields.

Achieving green card status, however, will continue
to be subject to long wait times for visa availability for
many of the STEM experts that qualify for NIW elig-
ibility until Congress acts to create separate immigrant
visa numbers for advanced STEM degree holders. More-
over, the Policy Manual update on NIW remains only a
guidance document—in this case guidance interpreting a
binding precedent, which creates some longevity, but
guidance that can become irrelevant in an administration
that works to develop a new binding precedent case on
NIW that perhaps reflects less support for driving impor-
tance of new technologies and the diverse body of
researchers working on these innovations. If the Policy
Manual’s updates and implications on NIW were codi-
fied in notice and comment rulemaking, this would be
ideal to ensure it remains standing policy.

The NIW Policy Manual update is an integral part of
recent international STEM talent initiatives designed
specifically to support U.S. economic and national
security interests,19 which will continue to rely more15 See USCIS update on FY24 H-1B Cap Registration

Process, available at https://www.uscis.gov/working-in-the-
united-states/temporary-workers/h-1b-specialty-occupations-
and-fashion-models/h-1b-electronic-registration-process.

16 See, e.g., https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/09/us/
tech-immigrant-workers-visas.html.

17 See explanation on evidentiary considerations for
advanced STEM degree holders found in footnotes 64 to 69
and associated text in the Policy Manual guidance on NIW,
available at https://www.uscis.gov/policy-manual/volume-6-
part-f-chapter-5.

18 https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/legal/visa-
law0/visa-bulletin.html.

19 White House Fact Sheet, Biden-Harris Administration
Actions to Attract STEM Talent and Strengthen our Economy
and Competitiveness (Jan. 21, 2022), https://www.whitehou-
se.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/01/21/fact-
sheet-biden-harris-administration-actions-to-attract-stem-
talent-and-strengthen-our-economy-and-competitiveness/.
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and more upon emerging technologies. These initiatives
provide a framework for specifically considering certain
immigration applications and petitions in the context of
the growing need for STEM talent, providing STEM
experts and their employers and counsel with clear,
citable guidance. More employers and their counsel
should test the viability of the NIW policy and offer
the option to qualified advanced degree holders, while
monitoring USCIS backlogs and the Visa Bulletin to
continue making informed and strategic decisions for
each case.
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